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Abstract—Contracts formally represent agreements between
parties and often involve the exchange of goods and services.
In contracts, norms define the expected behaviors from parties
using deontic statements, such as obligations, permissions, and
prohibitions. However, norms may conflict when two or more
apply to the same context but have different deontic statements,
such as a permission to delay payment being present in the
same contract as an obligation to pay in a fixed deadline.
Contracts with conflicting norms may be invalidated in whole
or in part, making conflict identification a major concern in
contract writing. Conflict identification in contracts by humans is
a time-consuming and error-prone task that would greatly benefit
from automated aid. In order to automate such identification,
we introduce an approach to identify potential conflicts between
norms in contracts written in natural language that compares a
latent (vector) representation of norms using an implicit offset
that encodes normative conflicts. Experimental evaluation shows
that our approach is substantially more accurate than the existing
state of the art in an open dataset.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Living in society often involves complying with a set
of constraints that both limits and structures the individual
behaviors. This force that guides the way we interact with each
other consists of mostly informal rules commonly known as
social norms. Being part of a social group means accepting the
specific rules created for it. In a small context, rules are applied
to manage agreements between two or more individuals [1].
Agreements are commonly used to define the exchange of
goods and services between individuals. Rules in an agreement
describe the way each individual is expected to act during the
agreement. A more formal way to define agreements is using
contracts. Contracts are documents that define the parties, the
agreement subject, what each party must comply with, and
what is expected in case of violations. Each statement in a
contract is defined by a clause and the rules are commonly
known as norm clauses [2].
We use contracts in most agreements between people and
enterprises [3]. Thus, a large number of contracts need to
be created, reviewed, read, and signed. When creating a
contract, conflicts between norm clauses may arise without
a careful review from contract creators. Norm conflicts often
occur when a norm invalidates one or more norms by its
definitions [4]. For example, if norm 1 states that “Company
X must pay the taxes for all products.” and norm 2 states

that “Company X shall not pay the taxes for product Y”,
norm 1 invalidates norm 2, since paying all taxes for all
products consists of paying the taxes for product Y too. When
it happens, complying with one norm means violating the
other, it creates a contract inconsistency that can invalidate
the whole contract. The key aspect when looking for norm
conflicts is the deontic meaning in norms, which states whether
a norm refers to a permission, prohibition, or obligation. Most
norm conflicts arise when two norms have different deontic
meanings and deal with the same context, e.g., norms applied
to the same party dealing with the same action, but one being
a prohibition and the other a permission.
As contracts tend to be long and complex (e.g., our dataset
has an average of 40,000 characters per contract), finding
conflicts in such contracts is hard, laborious, and error-prone
even for human experts. To avoid it, we need to be able to
reason over contracts and detect such norm conflicts. Recent
efforts to reason over contracts have generated multiple approaches that deal with parts of the problem of detecting such
conflicts [5]–[7], while approaches that reason directly with
natural-language contractual norms have limited accuracy [8].
We address the problem of identifying potential norm conflicts
in contracts written in natural language by reasoning over a
representation of text in latent space and comparing sentence
embeddings [9] (which we review in Section II). By learning
the average distance between the embeddings of pairs of
conflicting norm sentences against that of non-conflicting ones,
we arrive at a notion of normative conflict in latent space
in Section III. In Section IV, we show that our results are
substantially more accurate than competing approaches in the
literature of both traditional [10] and deep learning approaches
[8]. Our approach addresses most limitations of previous
attempts at reasoning about contract clauses (Section V) and
inspires further research into contractual norm reasoning, as
we discuss in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we introduce concepts related to our approach to identify norm conflicts in contracts, such as norms,
contracts, conflicts, word embeddings and sentence embeddings.

A. Norms and Contracts
Deontic logic is a type of modal logic developed to reason
about “ideal” worlds from the point of view of compliance
with a body of stipulations [11]. Modal logic studies different
“modes” of truth, such as possibility, necessity, obligation,
knowledge, belief, and perception [12]. These modes are
divided into multiple types of modal logic, such as alethic,
temporal, epistemic, deontic, among others. Two important
modes of truth are what must be (necessity) and what may be
(possibility), respectively represented by the unary operators
 and ♦. The assertion necessarily P (P , where P is some
propositional variable) is true if P is true in all possible worlds.
On the other hand, an assertion of possibly P (♦P ) is true if
at least one world exists where P is true.
Deontic logic is a modal logic that allows one to reason
about normative expressions [13], comprising notions such
as ‘obligation’ (O), ‘prohibition’ (F ), and ‘permission’ (P ).
Thus, deontic logic deals with normative notions of permission, prohibition, and obligation [11]. Consider an action φ,
permission is the act of allowing a certain behavior by granting
some agent to do it without sanctions (P φ). This type of
permission is often described in natural language by “it is
permitted” [4]. A prohibition is a constraint that indicates an
act that must not be performed (F φ ≡ O¬φ ∨ ¬P φ). The
definition of a prohibition often has a definition of a sanction
in case of violation. Finally, an obligation enforces a certain
act to be performed by an agent (Oφ ≡ F ¬φ ∨ ¬P ¬φ). Like
prohibitions, obligations also have a definition of sanctions for
cases when the agent fails to fulfill the obligation.
We use deontic logic to express norm definitions by means
of permission, prohibition, and obligation. Norms are mechanisms that regulate expected behaviors from individuals in a
specific society or group. They can manage a large number of
situations, such as property rights, forms of communication,
contracts, and concepts of justice [14].
Sadat-Akhavi [4] introduces two types of norms, namely,
mandatory and permissive. A mandatory norm imposes an
obligation to the addressee to do or not to do a given
act. Mandatory norms that impose an obligation are called
obligatory norms and often describe an act that the agent
must do. An example of such norm is: “Company X must
buy product Y from Company Q in the next three days.”.
When mandatory norms impose prohibitions, they are called
‘prohibitive’ norms and often describe a certain behavior that
the agent must not perform. For example, “Company X shall
not use product W in the formulation of solution Y.”. In
contrast, permissive norms address to the agent the freedom
to do or not to do a certain behavior, which is different from
both obligation and prohibition. For example, “Company X
may require the expiration date of product Y from Company
Q”. In this case, Company X may require or not the expiration
date and this freedom of choice is given by the permissive
norm.
In order to enforce norms, sanctions emerge as a mechanism
of social control [1]. The enforcement of social norms is

often accomplished through sanctions of various types, so that
violating a social norm entails the application of a sanction to
the violator to dissuade further violations.
Contracts are semi-structured documents that define and
use norms to ensure expected behaviors. A contract is the
formalization of a voluntary agreement between two or more
parties that is enforceable by law. Contracts have three main
components, which define the content and the contracts purpose, namely, promise, payment, and acceptance [15]. Promise
in contracts represent a communication of a commitment
related to a future intent. The key element in communicating
a promise in a contract is a behavioral event, which means a
commitment to do (or not do) something. Given a promise,
the payment is an element that offers something of value in
exchange for the one promised. Finally, the acceptance is the
voluntary participation that reflects each party’s willingness to
make commitments to the other. The transactions described in
contracts often involve a seller (whether of goods or services)
and a buyer. They occur between individuals and firms in four
different categories: firm to firm, individual to firm, firm to
individual, and individual to firm [16].
B. Norm Conflicts
As contracts comprise series of norm statements specifying
what each party is expected to fulfill, it is important that these
statements are logically consistent. Any mistake on specifying
the statements of the norms of the contract may lead to
conflicts between them. This is particularly true to contracts
in natural language since language may be ambiguous and
writers of such contracts may overlook subtle logical conflicts.
Therefore, it is fundamental to understand how these conflicts
arise and what are their configurations. Norm conflicts are
the result of a collision between two or more norms due to
their stipulations of what ought to be done. As norms describe
what is expected during a contract, they use deontic meanings
(permission, prohibition, and obligation) to state how parties
must behave in each situation. When we have two norms that
make impossible to comply with all their requirements, a norm
conflict arises. In such case, norms are mutually exclusive
since complying with one implies in non-complying with the
other, and thus, they cannot exist in a legal order [4].
Sadat-Akhavi [4] describes four causes for a norm conflict
to arise. The first cause is when the same act is subject to
different types of norms. Thus, a conflict of norms arises “if
two different types of norms regulate the same act, i.e., if the
same act is both obligatory and prohibited, permitted and prohibited, or permitted and obligatory”. Example 2.1 illustrates
a norm conflict between an obligation and a prohibition.
Example 2.1:
• The receiving State shall exempt diplomatic agents from
indirect taxes.
• The receiving State shall not exempt diplomatic agents
from indirect taxes.
The second cause occurs when one norm requires an act,
while another norm requires or permits a ‘contrary’ act. In
such case, a norm conflict occurs if “two contrary acts, or

if one norm permits an act while the other norm requires a
contrary act” [4]. Example 2.2 illustrates the conflict, where
both norms indicate different places in which a prisoner of
war must be treated. Norm 1 states that it must be done in the
prisoner camps, whereas norm 2 states that it must happen in
civilian hospitals. The conflict arises when one tries to comply
with one norm and is not complying with the other.
Example 2.2:
1) Prisoners of war suffering from disease may be treated
in their camps.
2) Prisoners of war suffering from disease shall be treated
in civilian hospitals.
The third cause for a conflict between norms is when one
norm prohibits a ‘necessary precondition’ of another norm.
Suppose two actions A and B, in the case B cannot be
performed without A been performed before. A norm conflict
arises when one norm prohibits A and another norm allows B,
as Example 2.3 illustrates. In the example, we consider action
A as “enter area X” and action B as “render assistance to any
person in danger in area X”.
Example 2.3:
1) Ships flying the flag of State A shall/may render assistance to any person in danger in area X.
2) Ships flying the flag of State A shall not enter area X.
The fourth cause of norm conflict arises when one norm
prohibits a ‘necessary consequence’ of another norm. Suppose
that one cannot perform action B without producing A as
result. The conflict arises when one norm obliges B and
another norm prohibits A, as Example 2.4 illustrates. If we
consider action B as “replace existing rails in area X” and A
as the period of time that the line in area X will be hampered,
one cannot comply with both norms 1 and 2 in Example 2.4.
Example 2.4:
• State A shall replace existing rails with new ones in area
X.
• State A shall not hamper the transport of goods on the
existing line in area X.
In this work, we focus on the first and second causes of
conflict due to the dataset limitation. This leads us to cases
where we have different deontic meanings or different norm
structures with the same meaning but conflicting definitions.
C. Word Embedding
There has been much effort in recent years by researchers on
Natural Language Processing to map words into low dimensional space in order to capture their lexical and semantic properties [17]–[19]. In order to obtain word embedding methods
that convert words into n-dimensional vector representations,
or Word2Vec, we can use the internal representations of
neural network models, such as feed-forward models [20],
recurrent neural network (RNN) models [17], or by low-rank
approximation of co-occurrence statistics [19]. In fact, both
methods are known to be closely related [21]. Although much
effort has been put towards training neural models for word
embeddings before [20], the idea of creating shallow methods

Fig. 1: The CBOW architecture to predict the target word
based on the context.

that are cheaper to train and take the advantage of much larger
datasets has become ubiquitous building blocks of a majority
of current state of the art NLP applications.
Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) [18] is an efficient algorithm to estimate distributed word representations (Word2Vec).
The main assumption of this algorithm is that words used in
similar contexts have similar meaning [22]. Thus, CBOW is a
neural network architecture composed of three layers (input,
hidden layer and output) that learns word representations by
predicting a word according to its context. In order to predict
the target word, the algorithm scans the corpus sequentially
with a fixed-sized window, collecting a central target word
and a few neighboring words called the context. The context
of the target word is the average of the vectors associated with
the target word inside the window, as illustrated in Figure 1.
As each word w is represented by a vector vw and context is
represented by the average of word vectors uw0 of the context
words w0 , the scoring function is then computed as:
s(w, C) =

1 X >
u w 0 vw
|C| 0

(1)

w ∈C

More precisely, given a sequence containing K words, w1 ,
w2 , ..., wK , the algorithm maximizes the log probability of a
target word given the vectors of the context words as follows:
K
X

log p(wt |Ct )

(2)

t=1

In practice, this means minimizing the dot product between
the target embedding and the context centroid. Such optimization is often performed via backpropagation [23] using
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) where each sample is a
window and a loss function is defined between the target
and the context vectors. Due to the size of the vocabulary,
the softmax function over the scores of contexts and words
should not be used for calculating the conditional probability
in Equation 2, and instead compute p(wt |Ct ) using independent binary classifiers over words [24]. In order to improve
generality, CBOW performs random word sub-sampling as
a regularization, deciding to discard each token with certain
probability.

Although this model has no knowledge of morphology, syntax or semantics, it can induce word representations with syntactic and semantic properties. As demonstrated by Mikolov
et al. [25], word embeddings generated by RNN encode not
only attributional similarity between words, but also linguistic
similarities between pairs of words. Linguistic similarities,
also referred to as relational similarities by Turney [26], can
capture gender relations such as man:woman, king:queen, past
tense relations such as capture:captured and singular/plural
relation such as car:cars. As such relations are observed as
vector offsets between pairs of words sharing a particular
relationship (man - woman ≈ king - queen), one could
answer the analogy question “Man is to Woman as King is
to hwordi”, where hwordi is unknown, by simply performing
vector arithmetic. Thus, one should find the embedding vectors
vKing , vMan , vWoman and compute y = vKing − vMan + vWoman ,
where y is expected to be the continuous space representation
of the best answer. As no word might exist in the exact
position y, one then has to calculate the distance between the
existent embedding vectors to find the closest one. As result,
the embedding vector that is closest to y should represent the
word Queen.
III. N ORM C ONFLICT D ETECTION
Since we are dealing with contracts written in natural language, we need to obtain syntactic and semantic information
from norm sentences in order to identify norm conflicts.
To gather such information, we convert norm sentences into
embeddings. This allows us to generate an offset vector that
represents norm conflicts and use it to compare embeddings
in order to identify conflicts.
Our approach to detect norm conflict consists of three
major steps. First, we produce a vector representation to each
norm within contracts generating a vector that represents the
semantic content of the sentence. Having the embedding for
pairs of norms representing a conflict, we create an offset
model characterizing all conflicts of our dataset. Finally, given
two norms, we can perform the identification of norm conflicts
by generating an offset vector of the pair and comparing it with
our offset model.
A. Sentence Representation
Although word embeddings work very well to capture
linguistic regularities, it still fails when trying to capture the semantic between long sequences of words, such as paragraphs,
sentences or documents [24]. Learning such longer representation is central to many natural language applications. Many
recent approaches try to capture the semantic and syntactic
properties of sentences by creating embeddings [9,24,27].
In this work, we represent norms as embeddings generated
by a state of the art sentence embedding algorithm called
Sent2Vec [9], see Figure 2(A). This algorithm uses an efficient unsupervised objective to train distributed representations
of sentences. It can be understood as an extension of the
CBOW [18] that learns the representation of sentences instead
of words. According to Pagliardini et al. [9], the method can

be interpreted as a natural extension of the word contexts from
CBOW to a larger sentence context, with the sentence words
being specifically optimized towards additive combination
over the sentence, by means of the unsupervised objective
function.
More precisely, the algorithm learns source vw and target
uw embeddings for each word w in the vocabulary (|V|)
and embedding dimension h. The embedding generated for
a sentence is defined as the average of the source word
embeddings of its constituent words. Unlike CBOW, Sent2Vec
does not consider only unigrams and uses n-grams to create
sentence embeddings. The embedding generated for a sentence
is defined as the average of the source word embeddings of its
constituent words. Thus, the sentence embedding vS for the
sentence S is computed using Equation 3, where R(S) is the
list of n-grams (including unigrams) in the sentence.
vS =

1
|R(S)|

X

vw

(3)

w∈R(S)

Similarly to Word2Vec, Sent2Vec improves generality by
performing random sub-sampling by deleting random words
once all the n-grams have been extracted. Finally, following
Mikolov et al. [17], missing words are predicted from the
context by using a softmax output approximated by negative
sampling.
B. Offset Model
As observed by Milokov et al. [25] and Levy and Goldberg [21], word embeddings are surprisingly good at capturing syntactic and semantic regularities in language. These
regularities can be represented as vector offsets, so that in
the embedding space, all pairs of words that share a certain
relation are related by the same offset. Using the previous
example, the “monarch” relation can be learned by performing
the vector operation vMonarch = vKing − vMan . Adding the
embedding of the word Woman to the “monarch” embedding
y = vMonarch + vWoman should result in a vector close to the
embedding representing Queen. Hence, given two pairs of
words that share the same semantic relation va : va∗ , vb : vb∗ ,
the relation between those two words can be represented as
va∗ − va ≈ vb∗ − vb

(4)

We can see from Equation 4 that the relation between
va : va∗ and between vb : vb∗ generate approximately the
same vector offset. Therefore, we learn a vconflict vector offset
that corresponds to a relation between pairs of embeddings,
allowing us to use matrix operations to find similar vectors.
Assuming that the linguistic regularities of word embeddings
can be extended to sentence embeddings, a vector offset
containing the relation between two sentences should hold.
Thus, a vector representing the conflict between two sentences
(norms) can be learned as a vector offset:
vconflict =

1
|P|

X
(n1 ,n2 )∈P

vn1 − vn2

(5)

S = (s1, s2, …, sk)
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Fig. 2: Pipeline of the norm conflict identifier divided into two steps: the generation of the offset and the identification of norm
conflicts using the offset.
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where P represents the set of all norm pairs that contain
conflicts, and vn1 and vn2 are the vector embeddings of each
norm of the pair.
In order to learn the vector offset (vconflict ), we extract pairs
of norms (n1 , n2 ) from a dataset with known conflicts [28],
where n1 conflicts with n2 . We compute the embedding (vn1 ,
vn2 ) of each norm pair using the Sent2Vec library1 and a pretrained model from the Wikipedia English corpus, and use
these embeddings to compute a conflict vector (vconflict ) as
the average offset of all pairs of conflicts in training data,
as illustrated in Figure 2(B).
C. Norm Conflict Identification
Having a trained vector offset representing conflicts in
contracts, our third step consists of using it and the produced
Sent2Vec model to identify norm conflicts in contracts. Our
pipeline to identify norm conflicts is illustrated in Figure 2(C)
and consists of the following steps for each contract: filter
norm sentences from the contract, convert norm sentences into
a vector representation using Sent2Vec, compute the offset
between the vector representation of each pair of norms,
and identify conflicts by computing the distance between the
computed offset and the conflict offset vconflict learned with
Equation 5. To filter norm sentences from a contract, we use
the norm identifier proposed by Aires and Meneguzzi [8],
which contains a Support Vector Machine (SVM) model
trained with a set of 699 norm sentences and 494 non-norm
sentences that obtains an accuracy of 90%. Having the selected
norms, we use the Sent2Vec model to convert each norm into
its embedding representation. Using the norm representations,
we identify a conflict between two norms by comparing their
distance in the latent representation to the learned offset
against a threshold following Equation 6.
(
> if d(vconflict , vn2 − vn1 ) < λ
C(vn1 , vn2 , vconflict , t)
(6)
⊥ otherwise
1 https://github.com/epfml/sent2vec

Our conflict identifier C takes four parameters: a pair of
norm embeddings (vn1 and vn2 ); an offset vector representation (vconflict ) containing the average value of differences
between conflicting norms; and a threshold (λ) that we use
to classify the distance of a vector to the vconflict as a conflict
or not. We consider a conflict (>) when the difference between
vconflict and the subtraction between vn1 and vn2 is smaller than
λ.
IV. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
In this section, we describe the dataset we use to empirically
validate our approach and the experiments performed to compute the accuracy of our approach. We also detail the trained
models used to generate our Sent2Vec model as well as the
metrics used to evaluate our approach. Finally, we report the
results obtained by our approach.
A. Norm Conflict Dataset and Sent2Vec Models
We use the dataset created by Aires et al. [28] to evaluate
our approach of norm conflict detection in contracts, since it
includes real conflicts between norms. This dataset comprises
111 manually annotated norm conflicts from 16 contracts.
The annotation process consisted of modifying a copy from
an existing norm in a contract such that the resulting pair
of norms contains a conflict between the new modified copy
and its original version, and then inserting the modified copy
back into the contract. The dataset divides norm conflicts
into two types, one modifying only the modal verb in the
norm and the other modifying both modal verb and norm
structure. In the modal verb modification, given a norm with
a prohibition deontic meaning, the modified norm turns the
verb into one with obligation or permission deontic meaning,
thus, creating a conflict. The same occurs for the other types of
deontic meanings. The modification of norm structure consists
of modifying the norm (words and word order) maintaining the
same meaning. Hence, the norm meaning keeps the same while
the structure has differences. This is important to identify
conflicts that have semantic similarities but use different words
to represent it. The non-conflicting norms were obtained by

just selecting the norms not used during conflict creation. The
resulting set has a total of 204,443 norm pairs.
Each norm in the dataset is transformed into its embedding
representation. In order to do that, we use two pre-trained
models of Sent2Vec. The Sent2Vec authors made available
a series of pre-trained models from different sources, among
them there is an unigram and a bigram models trained on
Wikipedia. The unigram model produces embeddings with 600
positions, while the bigram model produces embeddings with
700 positions. Both models were trained on English.
B. Approach Results
To measure the performance of our approach, we use a
10-fold cross validation over the norm conflict dataset. Since
the generation of the offset uses only the conflicting norms,
we divide both sets of conflicting and non-conflicting norms
into 10 folds. From the conflicting set, we use 9 folds to
generate the offset and the remaining one to test. The test
set is then a concatenation between the conflicting fold with
its corresponding non-conflicting. We use the same size of
conflicts and non-conflicts, so the total number of samples is
222 (111 conflicts + 111 non-conflicts). Each fold has a total
of 11 samples and the generation of the offset is made using
99 conflicting samples. Our test set consists of 22 balanced
samples. We use the accuracy to measure our results.
In order to compare the results using different distance
metrics, we decided to use euclidean distance and cosine
similarity. The Euclidean distance (deuc ) computes the similarity between two vectors, as shown in Equation 7, where
y 0 is the offset vector representation generated by the pair of
sentences from contract. The cosine similarity (dcos ) measures
the cosine of the angle between two vectors from the same
space. Thus, vectors with the same orientation have a similarity
of 1, whereas opposite vectors have a -1 similarity. Equation 8
illustrates how we calculate the cosine similarity. In order to
obtain positive values (from 0 to 2), we use the cosine distance,
which can be obtained by applying 1 − dcos .
deuc (vconflict , y 0 ) = ||vconflict − y 0 ||2
dcos (vconflict , y 0 ) =

vconflict · y 0
||vconflict || ||y 0 ||

models using the cosine similarity. In this case, we vary the
threshold value (λ) from 0 to 2 as they are, respectively,
the minimum and maximum values when using the cosine
similarity. As Figure 3 illustrates, we obtain the best results
using a threshold between λ = 0.4 and λ = 0.8. This range
of threshold shows the best separation between conflicting
and non-conflicting cases. The boundaries (0 and 2) obtain
poor accuracy since can only correctly classify half of the test
samples. Overall, we obtain the best result using a bigram
model with a threshold of λ = 0.8. When comparing the
distances used, we can see that both have similar results with
opposite models. The euclidean distance obtains better results
using the unigram model, whereas the cosine distance obtains
better results using the bigram model.
Table II compares the results of our approach with related
work on the dataset we used in our experiments. We use
the best result obtained by the mean of folds, which is the
euclidean distance with unigram model and a threshold of
λ = 2. Although using just the distance between embedding
vectors, our approach overcomes approaches using rules [10]
and deep learning models [8].
Threshold Unigram

Threshold Bigram

Fold

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.77
0.77
0.91
0.73
0.85
0.90
0.85
0.70
0.75
0.90

0.95
0.95
0.95
0.91
0.95
1.00
0.95
0.95
0.90
0.95

0.95
0.91
0.82
0.91
0.85
1.00
0.90
0.80
0.85
0.90

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.86
0.91
0.91
0.86
0.95
0.90
0.95
0.90
0.90
0.95

0.82
0.86
0.91
0.82
0.85
0.95
0.85
0.85
0.70
0.85

0.50
0.59
0.64
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.50

Mean

0.5

0.81

0.95

0.89

0.50

0.91

0.85

0.54

TABLE I: Results obtained using both unigram and bigram
models with euclidean distance

(7)

(8)

We evaluate our approach using difference distance metrics
and pre-trained models. We use euclidean and cosine distance
in both unigram and bigram models. To see what is the best
threshold to divide conflicts from non-conflicts, we vary its
value according to the distance metric applied. Table I shows
the accuracy results using euclidean distance in both unigram
and bigram. We vary the threshold (λ) from 0 to 3 based
on the maximum distance non-conflict cases obtained during
tests. As we can see, we get the best results for all folds using
the unigram model and a threshold of λ = 2.
To generate a better visualization of the results considering
the variation of the threshold, we created the heat map shown
in Figure 3 with the accuracy for both unigram and bigram

Approaches

Accuracy

Aires et al. [10]
Aires and Meneguzzi [8]
Offset Conflict

0.78
0.84
0.95

TABLE II: Comparison between accuracies from existing
work and our approach
V. R ELATED W ORK
Among the existing work involving the identification of
normative conflicts in natural language, most of them involve
the use of a controlled language. Rosso et al. [5] manually
translate norms in contracts to a formal contract language
in order to perform conflict detection. Using such contract
language, they use a series of predefined rules to identify the
norm conflicts. They test the approach in a controlled example
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Fig. 3: Accuracy obtained using the cosine distance for different folds and thresholds. “M” represents the Mean value for the
specific threshold values for the Mean.

generated by them and identify the conflicts on it. Using the
same logic, Azzopardi et al. [7] propose an automatic approach
to translate natural language to a deontic logic representation
that allows to identify certain types of conflicts. To detect
norm conflicts, they compare the following conflict cases:
permission and prohibition of the same action; obligation and
prohibition of the same action; obligation of two mutually
exclusive actions; and obligation and permission of mutually
exclusive actions. They tested their automatic translation over
a manually annotated set of 5 real contracts from the Australian Contract Corpus [29] obtaining an accuracy of 0.62.
Our proposed approach differs from these works by identifying
conflicts directly from natural language. Instead of using a
logical representation that demands rules to adapt from natural
language, we use sentence embeddings that preserve syntactic
and semantic information from text. We did not compare
our results to theirs because we do not have access to the
contract that Rosso et al.used, and Azzopardi et al.do not use
the contracts from the Australian Contract Corpus to identify
conflicts, instead, they use it to test their approach to translate
norms into a deontic logic representation.
Previous work by Aires et al. [10] propose a rule-based
approach to identify norm conflicts in contracts written in natural language. They extract specific information from norms
dividing them into three parts: party, modal verb, and norm
action. The identification of conflicts consists of comparing
such information in order to identify conflicting elements.
Using the same dataset we use in this work, they obtained an
accuracy of 78%. Aires and Meneguzzi [8] use a convolution
neural network (CNN) to identify conflicts between norms.
The authors convert norm pairs into binary matrices that are
used as input to the CNN. The CNN output classifies a pair

of norm as conflict or not. Using the same dataset we use
in this work, they obtained an accuracy of 84%. Aires et
al. and Aires and Meneguzzi have similar work to ours, the
main difference to these approaches is that we do not rely on
rules or on a model training using CNN. Instead, our sentence
embeddings allow us to create an offset vector containing the
conflict embedding, which yields better results over the same
dataset.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We developed an approach to detect conflicts between
norms in contracts using sentence embeddings. Our main
contribution is the creation of an offset vector that contains
the average distance between embeddings from conflicting
norms. We use the offset vector to identify norm conflicts
by calculating the distance between the offset vector and the
resulting vector from the difference between two norm embeddings. Our experiments show that the use of an offset vectors
surpass existing results for the task of norm identification.
Using a dataset containing norm conflicts and non-conflicting
norms, our approach obtains an accuracy of 95%, surpassing
the previous state of the art by 11%.
As future work, we aim to perform three main experiments.
First, we intend to use the offset vector to generate conflicting
norms by adding it to a norm embedding. To do so, we aim
to train a recurrent neural network able to generate natural
language from embeddings. Second, we aim to use the offset
to identify the specific parts of a norm sentence that causes a
conflict. It allows us to identify conflicting cases using only
segments of norm embeddings. Finally, we aim to extend
the current available dataset to apply our approach on more
complex conflict cases involving the third and fourth cases
defined by Sadat-Akhavi.
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